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Abstract

MOBA games, e.g., Dota2 and Honor of Kings, have been actively used as the1

testbed for the recent AI research on games, and various AI systems have been2

developed at the human level so far. However, these AI systems merely focus on3

how to compete with humans, less exploring how to collaborate with humans. To4

this end, this paper makes the first attempt to investigate human-AI collaboration in5

MOBA games. In this paper, we propose to enable humans and agents to collaborate6

through explicit communications by designing an efficient and interpretable Meta-7

Command Communication-based framework, dubbed MCC, for accomplishing8

effective human-AI collaboration in MOBA games. The MCC framework consists9

of two pivotal modules: 1) an interpretable communication protocol, i.e., the10

Meta-Command, to bridge the communication gap between humans and agents;11

2) a meta-command value estimation model, i.e., the Meta-Command Selector,12

to select a valuable meta-command for each agent to achieve effective human-AI13

collaboration. Experimental results in Honor of Kings demonstrate that MCC14

agents can collaborate reasonably well with human teammates and even generalize15

to collaborate with different levels and numbers of human teammates. Videos are16

available at https://sites.google.com/view/mcc-demo.17

1 Introduction18

Games, as the microcosm of real-world problems, have been widely used as testbeds to evaluate19

the performance of Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques for decades. Recently, many researchers20

focus on developing various human-level AI systems for complex games, such as board games like21

Go [27, 28], First-Person Shooting (FPS) games like ViZDoom [14], Real-Time Strategy (RTS)22

games like StarCraft 2 [34], and Multi-player Online Battle Arena (MOBA) games like Dota 2 [22].23

However, these AI systems focus merely on how to compete instead of collaborating with humans,24

leaving Human-AI Collaboration (HAC) in complex environments still to be investigated.25

In this paper, we study the HAC problem in complex MOBA games, which is characterized by multi-26

agent cooperation and competition mechanisms, long time horizons, enormous state-action spaces27

(1020000), and imperfect information [22, 26, 38]. HAC requires the agent to collaborate reasonably28

with various human teammates. One straightforward approach is to improve the generalization of29

agents, that is, to collaborate with an enough diverse population of teammates during training. There30

are some Population-Based Training (PBT) based algorithms and learning systems [1, 2, 10, 11,31

31, 41] proposed to improve the generalization of agents in video games by constructing a diverse32

population of agents in different ways. However, this approach requires a vast amount of diverse data33

and massive computing resources, posing a big computational obstacle for complex MOBA games.34

Human team success in MOBA games requires not only subtle individual micro-operations but also35

excellent communications and collaborations among teammates on macro-strategies, i.e., long-term36

intentions [8, 37]. Consequently, we focus on enabling humans and agents to collaborate through37
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Figure 1: MOBA game-related introduction. (a) Key elements of MOBA games such as Dota 2, Honor of
Kings, etc. Players observe from the state of the environment, make micro-operations and macro-strategies
decisions, and collaborate through explicit messages (e.g.,text and signals). (b) Example of collaboration via
meta-commands. The Come And Kill The Dragon is more valuable for humans A and B and agent D to
collaborate, while the Clean Up Top-Lane Minions is more valuable for human C and agent E to collaborate.

explicit communications and propose an efficient and interpretable Meta-Command Communication-38

based human-AI collaboration framework, dubbed MCC, to solve the HAC problem in MOBA39

games. First, we design an interpretable communication protocol, i.e., the Meta-Command, as a40

general representation of macro-strategies to bridge the communication gap between agents and41

humans. Both macro-strategies sent by humans and messages outputted by agents can be converted42

into unified meta-commands (see Figure 1). Second, following Gao et al. [8], we construct a43

hierarchical model that includes the command encoding network (macro-strategy layer) and the44

meta-command conditioned action network (micro-action layer), used for agents to generate and45

execute meta-commands, respectively. Third, we propose a meta-command value estimation model,46

i.e., the Meta-Command Selector, to select the optimal meta-command for each agent to execute.47

The training process of the MCC framework consists of three phases. We first train the command48

encoding network to learn the distribution of meta-commands sent from humans. Afterward, we49

train the meta-command conditioned action network to ensure that the agent has the near-human50

completion rate for meta-commands. Finally, we train the meta-command selector to ensure that the51

agent can select a valuable meta-command to achieve effective collaboration. We train and evaluate52

the agent in Honor of Kings 5v5 mode with a full hero pool (over 100 heroes). Experimental results53

demonstrate the effectiveness of the MCC framework. In general, our contributions are as follows:54

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate the HAC problem in MOBA games. We55

propose an efficient and interpretable Meta-Command Communication-based framework dubbed56

MCC to achieve effective human-AI collaboration in MOBA games.57

• We design an interpretable communication protocol to bridge the communication gap between58

humans and agents. In addition, we propose a meta-command value estimation model to select a59

valuable meta-command for each agent to achieve effective human-AI collaboration.60

• We introduce the training process of the MCC framework in a typical MOBA game Honor of Kings61

and evaluate it in practical human-AI game tests. Experimental results show that MCC agents can62

reasonably collaborate with different levels and numbers of human teammates.63

2 Related Work64

2.1 MOBA Games AI Research65

MOBA games, such as Dota 2 and Honor of Kings, have attracted much attention from AI researchers66

due to their multi-agent cooperative and competitive mechanics, long time horizons, partial observa-67

tion, and enormous state-action spaces [22, 38]. Recently, OpenAI et al. [22] introduced an AI system68

named OpenAI-Five that defeated professional players in Dota 2 5v5 mode under the condition of69

limited heroes. Ye et al. [38, 39, 40] proposed another learning system named WuKong that can70

surpass top e-sport players in Honor of Kings with a full hero pool. Further, Wu [37] and Gao et71

al. [8] proposed learning systems that enable the agent to learn human strategies to achieve policy72

diversity. However, these AI systems can only defeat human players but cannot collaborate well due73

to the communication gap between agents and humans, see Table 1. In most real-world scenarios, the74

excellent collaboration between humans and agents may make more sense than the competition.75
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2.2 Human-AI Collaboration76

PBT is considered one way to solve the HAC problem [4]. Most PBT-based methods are devoted to77

training an agent which can be compatible with unseen partners by maintaining a population of agents78

with diverse behaviors in different ways [1, 2, 10, 11, 31, 41][6, 19, 20, 30]. These methods have79

been validated on both objective and subjective metrics in video games Overcooked and Capture the80

Flag and card game Hanabi. However, the main difference between these games and MOBA games81

is that these games do not provide explicit communication mechanics for collaboration on macro-82

strategies between agents and humans. Besides, MOBA AI agents usually need to learn billions of83

network parameters to cope with the enormous state-action spaces (1020000) [38], which constitutes84

a prohibitive computational burden for learning. As a more realistic topic of HAC, human-robot85

interaction in manufacturing also attracts much attention [13, 17, 25]. However, these studies are86

mainly limited to collaboration between a robot and a human through one-way communication, i.e.,87

humans give robots orders. Therefore, there is still a large room to study RL with the participation of88

humans. This work can be a stepping stone for broader real-world applications.89

2.3 Multi-Agent Communication90

Communication is often used in Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL) to improve inter-91

agent collaboration. Most communication-based MARL methods are mainly focused on exploring92

communication protocols between multiple agents with an end-to-end RL framework [5, 7, 9, 23,93

29, 32, 36]. Jiang and Lu [12] and Kim et al. [15] proposed to model the value of multi-agent94

communication for effective collaboration. Unfortunately, these methods all model communications95

in a latent space without considering human-AI interactions, making it less interpretable to humans.96

Instead, we focus on enabling humans and agents to collaborate through explicit communications.97

3 Human-AI Collaboration98

We consider an interpretable communicative human-AI collaboration task, which can be ex-99

tended from Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) and formulated as a tuple100

< N,H,S,AN ,AH ,O,M, r, P, γ >, where N and H represent the numbers of agents and humans,101

respectively. S is the space of global states. AN = {AN
i }i=1,...,N and AH = {AH

i }i=1,...,H denote102

the spaces of actions of N agents and H humans, respectively. O = {Oi}i=1,...,N+H denotes103

the space of observations of N agents and H humans. M represents the space of interpretable104

messages, that is, the Meta-Commands in the MCC framework. P : S × AN × AH → S and105

r : S×AN ×AH → R denote the shared state transition probability function and reward function106

of N agents, respectively. Note that, r includes both individual reward and team reward. γ ∈ [0, 1)107

denotes the discount factor. For each agent i in state st ∈ S, it receives an observation oit ∈ Oi108

and a selected message cit ∈ M, and then outputs an action ait = πθ(o
i
t, c

i
t) ∈ AN

i and a new109

message mi
t+1 = πϕ(o

i
t) ∈ M, where πθ and πϕ are action network and message encoding net-110

work, respectively. A message selector cit = πω(o
i
t, Ct) is introduced to receive a message set111

Ct = {mi
t}i=1,...,N+H ⊂ M from all agents and humans and select the optimal one to execute.112

We divide the HAC problem in MOBA games into the Human-to-AI (H2A) and the AI-to-Human113

(A2H) scenarios. The H2A Scenario: Humans send macro-strategies as messages to agent teammates,114

and agents combine them with their own messages to select the optimal one based on their own115

message selector to execute, achieving effective collaboration with humans. The A2H Scenario:116

Agents send messages as macro-strategies to human teammates, and humans combine them with117

their own macro-strategies to select the optimal one based on their own value systems to execute,118

achieving effective collaboration with agents. The goal of both tasks is that agents and humans119

communicate macro-strategies with pre-defined communication protocols, and then select valuable120

macro-strategies for effective collaboration to win the game.121

4 Meta-Command Communication-Based Framework122

In this section, we present the proposed MCC framework in detail. We first briefly describe three key123

stages of the MCC framework (see Section 4.1). Then we introduce the two pivotal modules in the124

MCC framework: 1) an interpretable communication protocol, i.e., the Meta-Command, as a general125

representation of macro-strategies to bridge the communication gap between agents and humans (see126

Section 4.2); 2) a meta-command value estimation model, i.e., the Meta-Command Selector, to select127

a valuable meta-command for each agent to achieve effective HAC in MOBA games(see Section 4.3).128
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Figure 2: The temporal process of the MCC framework. For each communication step (t and T ), MCC first
(I) converts messages from humans and agents into meta-commands, then (II) selects the optimal meta-command
for each agent to execute, and (III) finally predicts a sequence of actions for each agent to perform. The selected
meta-command is retained and executed for n time steps. This process is repeated until the end of a game.

4.1 Overview129

The flow of the MCC framework can be divided into three stages: the meta-command conversion stage,130

the meta-command communication stage, and the human-AI collaboration stage, as plotted in Figure 2.131

At the Meta-Command Conversion Stage, the MCC framework converts the macro-strategies sent132

by humans and the messages outputted by the command encoding network of agents into unified133

meta-commands and then broadcasts them to all agents and humans. At the Meta-Command134

Communication Stage, the MCC framework uses the meta-command selector to estimate the values135

of all received meta-commands and select the optimal one for each agent to execute. Note that136

humans also select the optimal meta-command based on their value systems. At the Human-AI137

Collaboration Stage, the MCC framework adopts the meta-command conditioned action network to138

predict a sequence of actions for each agent to perform based on its selected meta-command. For139

each game, humans and agents have to collaborate multiple times, that is, they need to perform the140

above three stages multiple times to win the game.141

4.2 Meta-Command142

In MOBA games, we propose that a macro-strategy consists of three components: where to go, what143

to do, and how long. For example, a macro-strategy can be Come And Kill The Dragon, which144

consists of Come To The Dragon (where to go), Attack The Dragon (what to do), and Until The145

Dragon Is Killed (how long). Thus, we propose a general representation of macro-strategies, i.e.,146

the Meta-Command, as an interpretable communication protocol to bridge the communication gap147

between agents and humans.148

Meta-Command Definition. We formulate the Meta-Command as a tuple < L,E, Tmc >, as shown149

in Figure 1(b), where L is the Location to go, E is the Event to do after reaching L, and Tmc is the150

Time Limit for executing the meta-command. Among them, L is the key to the meta-command, which151

contains the intention of the macro-strategy. E can be thought of as human micro-operation, which is152

implemented through a pre-trained micro-action network πθ in the MCC framework. Tmc can be set153

to how long it normally takes a human to complete a macro-strategy in MOBA games, usually 20154

seconds corresponds to 80% completion rate for meta-commands, see Appendix A.12.1.155

Meta-Command Conversion. To realize interpretable human-AI communication, we convert the156

explicit messages from humans and the implicit messages from agents into unified meta-commands.157

To achieve the former, a hand-crafted command converter function f cc is used to generate L of meta-158

commands by extracting the location from explicit messages, such as text and signals, sent by humans.159

To achieve the latter, we use a Command Encoding Network (CEN) πϕ(m|o) to generate L of meta-160

commands. The CEN is trained via supervised learning (SL) with the goal of learning the distribution161

of meta-commands sent from humans, as shown in Figure 3(a)(I). The training dataset {< o,m >}162

is obtained by extracting the observation o and its corresponding meta-command m from expert data.163
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Figure 3: The training process and model structure of MCC. (a) The training process is divided into three
phases: we first (I) train the CEN via supervised learning (SL), then (II) train the MCCAN via goal-conditioned
RL, and finally (III) train the CS via RL. Among them, the dashed box represents the frozen model. (b) The
detailed CS model structure, including CNN feature extraction, gating mechanism, target attention module, etc.

After converting all messages into unified meta-commands, the MCC framework broadcasts them to164

all agents and humans. Then, agents and humans receive an identical meta-command candidate set.165

Meta-Command Execution. After receiving a meta-command candidate set, agents can se-166

lect one meta-command from it to execute. We adopt a Meta-Command Conditioned Ac-167

tion Network (MCCAN) πθ(a|o,m) for agents to perform actions based on the selected meta-168

command, as shown in Figure 3(a)(II). The MCCAN is trained via goal-conditioned RL with169

the goal of achieving a near-human completion rate for the meta-commands generated by the170

pre-trained CEN while ensuring that the win rate is not reduced. We adopt an intrinsic reward171

rintt (st,mt, st+1) =
∣∣f ce(st)−mt

∣∣−∣∣f ce(st+1)−mt

∣∣ to guide the process of executing the meta-172

command mt, where f ce is a hand-crafted command extraction function. We train the MCCAN173

with the objective of maximizing the expectation over extrinsic and intrinsic discounted total re-174

wards Gt = Es∼dπθ
,a∼πθ

[∑∞
i=0 γ

irt+i + α
∑Tmc

j=0 γjrintt+j

]
, where α is a trade-off parameter and175

dπ(s) = limt→∞ P
(
st = s | s0, π

)
is the probability when following π for t steps from s0.176

After training the CEN and MCCAN, we can achieve HAC by simply setting an agent to randomly177

select a meta-command derived from humans to execute. However, such collaboration is non-178

intelligent and can even be a disaster for game victory because agents have no mechanism to179

model the values of meta-commands and cannot choose the optimal meta-command to execute.180

While humans usually choose the optimal one based on their value systems for achieving effective181

collaboration to win the game. Thus, we further propose a meta-command value estimation model to182

select a valuable meta-command for each agent, as described in the following subsection.183

4.3 Meta-Command Selector184

In real-world MOBA games, the same macro-strategy often has different values for different humans185

in different situations. For example, a macro-strategy can be Come And Kill The Dragon, as shown in186

Figure 1(b). It is more valuable for humans A and B to collaborate. While another macro-strategy can187

be Clean Up Top-Lane Minions, which is more valuable for human C rather than humans A and B.188

Therefore, it is important to select the most valuable meta-command from the received meta-command189

candidate set C to achieve effective human-AI collaboration. We propose a meta-command value190

estimation model, i.e., the Meta-Command Selector (CS) πω(o, C), to estimate the values of all191

current meta-commands and select the most valuable one for each agent to execute.192

CS Optimization Objective. Typically, the execution of a meta-command involves reaching location193

L and doing event E, of which the latter is more important to the value of the meta-command.194

For example, for the meta-command Come And Kill The Dragon, if Kill The Dragon event cannot195

be done within Tmc time steps, then it is pointless to Come To The Dragon. Thus, the long-term196

reward Rmc for executing a meta-command can be expressed as the total rewards within Tmc time197

steps by interacting with the environment: Rmc
t =

∑TL

i=0 rt+i + β
∑Tmc

j=TL rt+j , where TL < Tmc198

is the time for reaching L and β > 1 is a trade-off parameter. Note that the reward function r199
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includes both individual rewards and team rewards. The optimization objective of CS is to select200

the optimal meta-command m∗
t = πω(ot, Ct) for each agent to maximize the expected discounted201

meta-command execution return Gmc
t = Es∼dπθ

,m∼πω,a∼πθ

[∑∞
i=0 γ

i
mcR

mc
t+i·Tmc

]
, where ot ∈ O,202

Ct is the meta-command candidate set in state st, and γmc ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor.203

CS Training Process. We construct a self-play training environment for CS where agents can send204

messages to each other. Specifically, three tricks in Figure 3(a)(III) are adopted to increase the205

sample efficiency while ensuring efficient exploration. First, each sent meta-command m is sampled206

with the argmax rule from the results predicted by the pre-trained CEN. Second, each agent sends207

its meta-command with a probability p every Tmc time steps. Finally, each agent selects the final208

meta-command c sampled with the softmax rule from its CS output results and hands it over to the209

pre-trained MCCAN for execution. We use the multi-head value mechanism [38] to model the value210

of the meta-command execution, and the corresponding value loss can be formulated as:211

LV (ω) = ES,C

 ∑
headk

∥Gmc
k − V k

ω (S,C)∥2

 ,

212
where V k

ω (S,C) is the value of the k-th head. For DQN-based methods [21, 33, 35], the Q loss is:213

LQ(ω) = ES,C,M

[
∥Gtotal −Qk

ω(S,C,M)∥2
]
, Gtotal =

∑
headk

wkG
mc
k ,

214 where wk is the weight of the k-th head and Gmc
k is the Temporal Difference (TD) estimated value215

error Rmc
k + γmcV

k
ω (S′, C ′)− V k

ω (S,C).216

CS Model Structure. We design a general network structure for CS towards MOBA games, as217

shown in Figure 3(b). In MOBA games, the meta-commands corresponding to adjacent regions218

usually have similar values. Thus, we divide the meta-commands in the map into grids, a common219

location description for MOBA games, and use the shared Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to220

extract region-related information from the meta-commands to improve the generalization of CS to221

adjacent meta-commands. Besides, we use the gating mechanism [18] to fuse the map embedding222

of all received meta-commands and the state embedding of the observation information. Finally, to223

directly construct the relationship between the observation information and each meta-command, we224

introduce a target attention module, where the query is the fused embedding h and the key is the225

map embedding m′ of each meta-command. The fused embedding h is used as the input into the226

subsequent Q network Q(h,m′) and V network V (h) network of CS. In this way, the Q network227

can also be easily converted to the policy network π(m|h,m′). Thus, the CS model structure can be228

easily applied to most popular RL algorithms, such as PPO [24], DQN [21], etc.229

5 Experiments230

We evaluate the proposed MCC framework in Honor of Kings, one of the most popular MOBA games231

worldwide, which has been actively used as the testbed for recent game AI research [8, 37–40]. We232

conduct all experiments in Honor of Kings 5v5 mode with a full hero pool (over 100 heroes), except233

ablation studies with a 20 hero pool for exploring the influence of different model components more234

sufficiently and efficiently.235

5.1 Experimental Setup236

5.1.1 Training Setup 1237

Due to the complexity of MOBA games and limited resources, instead of training jointly, we train the238

CEN, MCCAN, and CS sequentially. For all model training, the location L of meta-commands in the239

map is divided into 144 grids. The time limit Tmc for the meta-command execution is set to 20s.240

CEN Training Settings. We train the CEN via SL until it converges for 26 hours using 8 NVIDIA241

P40 GPUs. The batch size of each GPU is set to 512. Adam[16] is adopted as the optimizer with an242

initial learning rate of 0.0001.243

MCCAN Training Settings. We train the MCCAN by finetuning a pre-trained micro-action net-244

work [38], the state-of-the-art (SOTA) model in Honor of Kings, which is conditioned on the245

meta-command sampled from the pre-trained CEN. The MCCAN is trained until it converges for 48246

1Detailed parameter settings for all training processes can be found in the Appendix.
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hours using a physical computer cluster with 63,000 CPUs and 560 NVIDIA V100 GPUs. The batch247

size of each GPU is set to 256.248

CS Training Settings. We train the CS via self-play until it converges for 24 hours using a physical249

computer cluster with 70,000 CPUs and 680 NVIDIA V100 GPUs. The batch size of each GPU is250

set to 256. The parameter β is set to 2. Each agent sends a meta-command with a probability p of 0.8251

and an interval Tmc of 20s, as shown in Figure 4(a).252

5.1.2 Evaluating Setup253

Our primary concern is whether the agents trained with the MCC framework, briefly called the MCC254

agents, can collaborate with humans well. However, evaluating agents with humans is expensive,255

which is not conducive to model selection and iteration. Therefore, we built two agent-only testing256

environments: Test I and Test II, for the model selection and iteration process, as shown in Figure 4(b).257

We also evaluate the MCC agents in practical human-AI game tests to examine the performance of258

collaborating with humans, as shown in Figure 4(c).259

Compared Agents. We compare the MCC agent with three different types of agents: the MC-Base260

agent (agent only executes its own meta-command without communication), the MC-Rand agent261

(agent randomly selects a meta-command to execute), and the MC-Rule agent (agent selects the262

nearest meta-command to execute). We adopt the MC-Base agent-only team as the opponent for all263

tests. Note that the MC-Base agent-only team has the ability of the SOTA and is more stable than the264

human-only team. Results are reported over five random seeds.265

Agent-Only Environmental Settings. Test I is the most complex environment where all agent266

teammates can send and receive meta-commands simultaneously with an interval of 20s. Test I is267

used to evaluate the agents’ performance under extremely complex situations as well as in ablation268

studies. Test II is a simple environment to simulate practical game scenarios, where at most one269

human sends his macro-strategy at a time step. Thus, in Test II, only one agent is randomly selected270

to send its meta-command with an interval of 20s, and the other agents only receive meta-commands.271

Human-AI Game Testing Settings. We had different types of agents team up with different levels272

and numbers of humans, including 15 strong humans (top1%) and 15 average humans (top30%),273

in m AI + n Human mode, where m + n = 5. For fair comparisons, each tester was not told the274
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type of agent teammates. To eliminate the effects of collaboration between agents, we prohibit275

agents from receiving meta-commands from their agent teammates, and the agent can only receive276

meta-commands from humans. In each game test, humans can send the converted meta-commands277

whenever they think their macro-strategies are important. To make the agent behave like humans278

(at most one human sends his macro-strategy at a time step), we restrict agents from sending their279

meta-commands. We randomly choose a human teammate and use his observation and all agents’280

meta-commands as the CS input and select the final output of CS to send with an interval of 20s.281

5.2 Results in Agent-Only Environment282

5.2.1 AI Performance283

The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence of the meta-command distribution between the CEN and284

humans decreased from 4.96 to 0.44 as training converges. The MCCAN is trained with the parameter285

α equal to 16. The win rate of the trained agent against the SOTA agent [8, 38] is close to 50%.286

The average completion rates of the trained agent and humans for meta-commands are 82% and287

80%, respectively. Notably, we can train an agent with a higher completion rate by increasing α, but288

this will significantly reduce the win rate because the meta-command executed is not necessarily289

optimal and may result in the death of agents. We put the detailed experimental results of the CEN290

and MCCAN in the Appendix A.10.1 and A.10.2 due to space limitations.291

Figure 5(a) and (b) show the win rates of four types of agents who play against each other for 600292

matches in Test I and Test II, respectively. We see that the MCC agent achieves the highest win rate293

against all the other agents in both testing environments, indicating that the CS can select a valuable294

meta-command for each agent to collaborate, and such reasonable collaboration is conducive to295

winning the game. The MC-Rand and MC-Rule agents are worse than the MC-Base agent, confirming296

that agents executing low-value meta-commands can hurt performance. Notably, we find that the win297

rates of the MCC agent in Test I and Test II are close, suggesting that the MCC agent can generalize298

to different numbers of meta-commands. Figure 5(c) demonstrates the final Elo scores [3] of these299

agents. It clearly shows the effectiveness of CS in agent-only collaboration scenarios.300

5.2.2 Ablation Studies301

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Results of ablation studies. (a) The training curves of different CS
ablation versions. (b) The converged WR-RR results of different CS ablation
versions. The shadow indicates the standard deviation.

We further investigate302

the influence of different303

components, including304

CNN feature extraction305

with the gating mechanism306

(w/o CNN-GM), target307

attention module (w/o308

TA), and PPO optimization309

algorithm (MCC-PPO),310

on the performance of311

CS. We conduct ablation312

studies in Test I with a313

20 hero pool. In practical314

games, meta-commands315

with adjacent regions often have similar intentions and values. Thus the response rate of the agent to316

adjacent meta-commands should be as close as possible. Besides, the higher the agent’s response rate317

to meta-commands, the more collaborative behaviors of the agent, thus we expect the response rate318

of CS as high as possible. Generally, we expect the Response Rate (RR) of CS as high as possible319

while ensuring that the Win Rate (WR) is not reduced.320

Figure 6(a) demonstrates the WR of different CS ablation versions during the training process, and321

Figure 6(b) shows the converged WR-RR results. We see that after ablating the TA module, the WR322

and RR of CS are greatly reduced, indicating that the TA module can improve the accuracy of CS323

to meta-commands. Besides, after ablating the CNN-GM module, the RR of CS is most affected,324

which is reduced by 20%. It indicates that without the CNN-GM module, the value estimation of CS325

to adjacent meta-commands is not accurate enough, resulting in missing some actual high valuable326

meta-commands. We notice that the MCC and MCC-PPO in both metrics are close, confirming the327

versatility of the CS model structure.328
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Table 1: The WR of different human-AI teams
against MC-Base agents in 4 AI + 1 Human mode.

Teammate
Type of Agent

MC-Base MC-Rand MCC
Average Human 23% 5% 37%
Strong Human 42% 28% 54%

Table 2: The RR of humans and agents to teammates.
Sender\Receiver Average Human Strong Human MCC

MC-Rand 41.07% 35.69% 34.03%
Average Human 72.34% - 61.17%
Strong Human - 74.91% 73.05%

MCC 73.43% 78.50% -

A

C 

B 

Q-Value of CS Average Rank of Strong Human

Figure 7: Case study on the value estimation of CS.

5.3 Results in Human-AI Game Test329

Due to space limitations, we only show the objective results in 4 AI + 1 Human mode. Other modes330

results and the subjective preference results of testers can be found in the Appendix A.10.3 and A.11.331

Table 1 shows the WR of different human-AI teams who play against the MC-Base agent-only team.332

We see that the MCC agent significantly outperforms other agents, regardless of whether they pair333

with a strong or average human. To explain why humans have a higher WR when paired with the334

MCC agents, we count the RR of agents to the meta-commands sent from human teammates (H2A335

scenarios) and the RR of humans to the meta-commands sent from agent teammates (A2H scenarios),336

respectively, as shown in Table 2. In H2A scenarios, the RRs of the MCC agents to average humans337

and strong humans are 61.17% and 73.05%, respectively, indicating that the MCC agents are more338

willing to respond to valuable meta-commands sent from strong humans. We also notice that the RR339

of the MCC agents to strong humans (73.05%) is very close to the RR of strong humans themselves340

(74.91%), suggesting that the CS is close to the value system of strong humans. In A2H scenarios, the341

RRs of average humans and strong humans to the MCC agents are 73.43% and 78.5%, respectively,342

which is significantly higher than that of MC-Rand agents (41.07% and 35.69%), indicating that the343

meta-commands sent from the MCC agents are more valuable and reasonable to humans. Note that344

the RR of the MCC agents to the MC-Rand agents is 34.03%, which is close to that of strong humans345

(35.69%), once again confirming that the CS is close to the value system of strong humans.346

We also visualize the comparison of CS and strong human value systems on a game scene with three347

meta-commands existing, as shown in Figure 7. We see that the CS selects the meta-command B for348

the two heroes in the red dashed box to collaborate, selects the meta-command C for the two heroes349

in the purple dashed box to collaborate, and selects the meta-command A for the remaining hero350

to execute alone. The CS selection results are consistent with the ranking results of strong humans,351

confirming the effectiveness of CS and the interpretability of the collaboration behavior between352

MCC agents and humans.353

6 Conclusion354

In this paper, we proposed an efficient and interpretable Meta-Command Communication-based355

framework, dubbed MCC, to achieve effective human-AI collaboration in MOBA games. To bridge356

the communication gap between humans and agents, we designed an interpretable communication357

protocol, i.e., the Meta-Command, to convert the explicit messages from humans and the implicit358

messages from agents into unified meta-commands. To achieve effective collaboration, we constructed359

a meta-command value estimation model, i.e., the Meta-Command Selector, to select a valuable360

meta-command for each agent to execute. Finally, we introduced the training process of the MCC361

framework and conducted practical human-AI game tests in the typical MOBA game Honor of362

Kings. The experimental results show that the MCC agents can collaborate reasonably with human363

teammates and even generalize to collaborate with different levels and numbers of human teammates.364

We expect this work can be a foundation for future HAC research in complex environments.365
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